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THE QUONDAM EDITOR

THE QUONDAM ON INTERESTING TIMES
MICHAEL ROYSTER
As we are about to enter interesting times, the editorial staff of
The Umbrella—Quondam, Nunc, Nunquam and Semper—wish to
thank all of our faithful readers during 2016, and hope to maintain
your readership in 2017.
The Quondam’s take on interesting times, for what it’s worth, is as
follows. Brazil has a telling phrase about power: “farinha pouca?
meu pirão primeiro!” This could be translated as “not enough oats?
my porridge first!”. A recent op-ed in the NYTimes criticized the
Democratic Party for having lost its way by following down the
path called “identity liberalism”. That is shorthand for saying “vote
for me, if you identify yourself as a minority, because I will help you
get what you deserve.” The main problem with this approach is that
it seems predicated on dividing up a pie (which is getting smaller)
into more and more pieces, most of which will be sliced off from
the majority share. In other words, more and more of the scarce
porridge would go first to minorities.

Now, let’s start over again, on a positive local note.
Welcome to our year-ending, year-beginning double edition of The
Umbrella! As we Cariocas stumble into December and January,
after the holiday-filled month of November, we await the remainder
of the annual events hosted by our community organizations. The
WDA Christmas Bazaar will happen on Saturday, December 3rd.
The SCM Christmas Concert will occur Monday, December 5th
and a week later, on Monday the 12th, the Sing-along Messiah will
fill Christ Church with sound.
In between, on Saturday December 10th, the BCS will host its
traditional Christmas Lunch, with lots of Christmas-themed
entertainment, including skits and carols, at the Jubilee Hall. That
same day, in Búzios, the MOGA vs SAS golf tournament will take
place, so if you’re leaving town and are into golf, feel free to sign up.
And, on Sunday December 11th, starting 8pm, The Lord Jim Pub
will host the first annual Beer and Carols evening, run by Chaplain
Mark Simpson.

Contrast this with Trump’s campaign slogan “Make America Great
Again”, copied without attribution from Reagan’s successful 1980
campaign. The thrust of this phrase is that the pie is going to get
larger, not smaller, so the majority can feel safe about keeping their
“fair share” of the pie. He coupled this with denigration of Muslims,
Mexicans, Chinese and other “aliens” as Americans quaintly call
foreigners, so the majority feel protected against others getting a
bigger share of “their” pie. Hillary’s lame slogan “stronger together”
had no chance against that, just as “better together” had no chance
against the Brexiteer’s “take back control”. The previously silent
majority, located in the heartland of both countries rather than in
the major population centers, voted against togetherness, and in
favor of growth. Or so they hope.

Later in the month, on Thursday, December 15th, the American
Society will hold its Annual General Meeting at the J.W.Marriott
Hotel in Copacabana, first call 7pm, second call 7.30pm. At that
meeting, AmSoc will elect ten Board Members for two-year
terms, starting in 2017 when it will be celebrating its 100th year
of celebrating American traditions in Rio de Janeiro. On Sunday
December 18th, Christ Church will have its own Carol Service.

Now that the previously unthinkable has occurred, on both sides
of the North Atlantic pond, no one really knows what is going
to happen in 2017. The Quondam certainly didn’t foresee either
seismic quake, and his crystal ball has been infected with terminal
cloudiness. Living in Rio de Janeiro as we do, we may be insulated
from the tsunamis that may (or may not) lie in wait for us—or
perhaps Brazil itself will undergo Richter-scale-like cataclysms
next year. Many expect some headline events in connection with

After that, it’s no more long holidays until Carnaval in late
February, for Christmas Eve falls on Saturday December 24th and
Reveillon on Saturday December 31st. But in the meantime, there
will be important events occurring around the world, starting with
the inauguration of Rio Mayor Crivella on New Year’s Day and that
of USA President Trump on Friday, January 20th. And by that latter
date, we at The Umbrella will have begun to assemble the material
for the next double issue covering Carnaval and beyond.
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YOU’RE WELCOME!
WELL, JUMP RIGHT IN!
Join the BCS and you won’t miss a thing.
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for giving of yourself to worthwhile causes, and, above all, the
companionship and support of like-minded folk. Joining
the BCS is easy, a one-stop process, with multiple rewards.
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contact our office, 2537-6695, and we’ll talk you through it.
You don’t know what you’re missing. Nor do we,
until we know you a little better. You’re so very welcome.
British and Commonwealth Society
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the Lava-Jato investigations and, quite possibly, changes in Brazil’s
basic political structure such as a reduction in the number of
political parties. Time will tell.

Deadline for February/March issue: Monday, January 23rd.

FROM THE CHAPLAIN

ADVENT

MARK SIMPSON
As I write, the Advent wreath is being
prepared (a bit twee for some; British and
Brazilian tastes differ), with its culminating
candles. We have celebrated the end of the
Church’s year, with the feast of Christ the
King. “Crown him with many crowns” (the
dentist’s hymn, yawn) has been sung, its
umpteen verses all lauding Christ as the
true King of every king, every queen, every
mayor, governor or president.
Presidents, governors and mayors… This
is a turbulent time in Rio de Janeiro. As
the pat-pat-pat of gunfire threatens to ring
out again around us, let us hold fast to the
hope of the coming of a better Rule: “The
government shall be upon his shoulders”.
And let’s do our bit, in our own homes
and condominiums, our companies, our
families, our own lives, to let him govern
us rightly. Let’s work together to see his
reign established. At least that’s our vision
at Christ Church Rio: not to cower away
behind our iron gates, but to get out and
share the good news about the Prince of
Peace.
So even if Advent has become a bit twee,
its roots in church history are quite the
opposite. It was not a time of shopping, nor
a time of dressing up children as shepherds
monitoring polystyrene cribs. It was a time

to reflect on God’s promise to come back,
to judge the living and the dead. A solemn
time of preparing, of penance, of spiritual
exercise.
We preachers sometimes get accused of
arrogance when we say that God will judge
the world. But which teacher is accused of
fear-mongering when she promises the
students an end-of-year exam? Is a referee
unfair to call time at the end of the match,
or a doctor cruel to call a patient back
to share the test results? Advent, God’s

promise to judge us, declares that our lives
matter to God, that he takes an interest,
that he wants us to know the joy of living
under the good governance of the King of
kings.
During Advent and Christmas itself,
through to Epiphany on January 6, we’ve
got plenty of services here at Rua Real
Grandeza 99, but we’re also heading to
the Lord Jim Pub for an evening of Beer
and Carols on Sunday 11 December. Do
join us!
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corners

and more...

Christmas lunch will be donated to
Casa de Apoio à Criança com Câncer,
<www.caccst.org.br> an NGO which
works tirelessly with children from the
communities suffering from cancer and
supporting their families at this time of
need.

BRITISH &
COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY (BCS)

chutneys for sale at the Bazaar plus all
the Christmas goodies.

The BCS’ 2016 “Very British, Very
Traditional, Christmas Lunch”
Get your reservations in now for
the BCS’ much anticipated “Very
British, Very Traditional, Christmas
Lunch” Saturday December 10 at 1pm
at Jubilee Hall. Back once again with
all the tasty dishes and trimmings
we all look forward to: home-cured
smoked salmon on toasts with
welcome drinks, sumptuous roast
turkey, mouth-watering stuffing, rich
gravy, delicious bread sauce, homemade cranberry sauce, oven-roasted
potatoes, select mixed vegetables
and “pigs-in-blankets.” For dessert,
traditional English Christmas pudding
with classic brandy butter sauce and
creamy vanilla ice cream. The BCS is
exceedingly lucky to have executive
French Chef, Joel Guerin, donating
his time and talents to prepare this
special meal for us all. Soft drinks and
water included. A selection of wines,
prosecco and beer will be available at
the cash bar.
For our Christmas themed Music
and Comedy Variety Show this year,
don’t miss the special performances
from members near and dear in
our community: Neville Thorley,
Tim Young, Mike Royster, Richard
Wilson, Mark Simpson, Alex Cacouris,
William Dunn, Martin Hester and the
Christmas Choir Carolling! Christmas
Show directed and produced by
the very busy, but very talented Ric
Staniforth.
Seating is limited and tickets are selling
fast. Just R$80 per person for BCS
members (R$100 per person for nonmembers). Under 8 and over 80 receive
a 50% discount! Friends and Family
welcome! Tables of 8 persons can be
reserved. RSVP is essential to Monica
at: <assistente@bcsrio.org.br>
Honouring the memory and legacy of
Gaynor Smith, proceeds from this BCS
4

WOMEN´S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)
The WDA Christmas Bazaar is due to
take place in the Jubilee Hall, Christ
Church, Rua Real Grandeza 99
Botafogo, on Saturday 3rd December,
as from 2 pm. Parking space is available
on the grounds.
At the time of writing this article
the ladies of the WDA are frantically
dealing with all the last-minute
preparations for the Bazaar. They
are wrapping up the Christmas
cakes/puddings and the mince pies;
finishing the work on the Christmas
crackers; sorting out items for the
White Elephant and Handicraft
stalls and for the Swiss Lottery. The
ladies in the kitchen work extremely
hard to produce sufficient quantities
of marmalades, jams, pickles and

Here are two photos of the WDA ladies
sorting out the items for the different
stalls at the Bazaar. In the photo below,
from left to right are Mary Gray, Anne
Robinson, Fatima Silva and Olive
Arantes. The photo above features Cida
Szatmari preparing yet another batch
of marmalade for sale at the Christmas
Bazaar.
We hope you are planning to come
along to the event. Please remember
that if you intend to buy your cakes,
puddings and mince pies; these items
do tend to disappear from the shelves
very quickly, as do the crackers. To
avoid any disappointment, you should
aim to arrive early.
Our sincere thanks to all of you
who have so kindly sent along
donations in response to our appeals.
Unfortunately, we are unable to send
out individual letters of thanks as in
most cases there is no mention of the
sender’s name.
We look forward to informing you
the results of the Bazaar and of course
the names of the lucky winners of our
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Giant Raffle, in the next issue of The
Umbrella.
Meanwhile, from all of us at the
WDA, best wishes for A VERY HAPPY
CHRISTMAS.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF RIO DE JANEIRO
(AmSoc)

corners

and more...

On November 8th, the American
Society joined the American Consulate
General at the J.W.Marriott Hotel in
Copacabana, to host a viewing party
of the US elections. The festivities
began in the festooned Wayana
Room, replete with educational
election material, including a photo
opportunity where attendees could
earn an “I voted” badge and a short
quiz on the US Presidency—the prize
was a book with hundreds of the
original documents of the founding of
the USA. US Consul General Jimmy
Story, after welcoming the visitors,
introduced the evening with a short
explanation of the electoral college,
helping to diminish the complexity
of this unique system. The crowd of
150 people then settled in to watch
the results arrive from state after
state. Food had been provided by the
Hotel, and included delicious Garytos
and Burritos snacks throughout the
evening, supplied by AmSoc sponsor
Sequoia Ltda.
A couple of weeks later, on November
24th, Thanksgiving Day was celebrated,
once again at the J.W.Marriott Hotel,
featuring turkey, ham, stuffing, potatoes
mashed and sweet, cornbread, green
bean casserole and much much more.
Christ Church Associate Chaplain Alex
Cacouris gave the blessing and Consul
William Dowers read the Thanksgiving
Day address from President Barack
Obama. We’ll have pictures in our next
issue.

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
(RBL)
Remembrance Service
November is the month of
Remembrance ceremonies and we held
our Remembrance Service at Christ
Church on Remembrance Sunday
the 13th of November. Reverend Mark
Simpson created a Service that had
something for everyone and for all
ages. The format was different than
in previous years, but we still had the
welcome presence of the Band of the
5
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Melchisedech Afonso de Carvalho
for, again, representing our Branch
at the Remembrance ceremonies in
London, including the Cenotaph
March Past, during his annual visit to
the UK. Jeremy Ribeiro dos Santos,
our Treasurer, reported the Branch
fund was in a healthy state, but at the
moment the welfare support we are
providing matched our income. We
also discussed the status of the fund
and the future of the Branch. Finally, all
existing Committee Members agreed
to serve for a further term. We look
forward to another successful year.

corners

and more...

Steve Carnt
Hon Sec BR3444
Fuzileiros Navais, the splendid playing
of The Last Post and Reveille by Alison
Corrêa do Lago, all in the presence of
our Consul General, Jonathan Dunn
and the Defence Attaché, Captain
Kevin Fleming Royal Navy. Many
commented most favourably on Alex
Cacouris´ uplifting Sermon explaining
what Remembrance is all about. Always
symbolic, this year Mark arranged the
parading of many colourful Standards
from a number of countries, something
to build on for next year.
The RBL Rio Branch is delighted to
participate in this moving service, but
does not specify how it should happen,
only that it should incorporate the key
elements of Remembrance. Mark and
the Branch are keen it should meet
the expectations of the congregation,
some of whom felt it lacked the
formality of previous years, when
the RBL Standard and Wreath were
paraded and a gathering held at the
Memorial, although they recognised
such formality may not suit everyone,
and ‘it may be a generational thing’.
Personally, I would add the event is
a Service of Remembrance and not
a glorification of past wars; if you
wish, have your say on the format
of the Service by sending comments
to Steve Carnt at <rblrio@br.inter.
net> or to Christ Church, <contact@
christchurchrio.org.br>. Both Mark and
the Branch will consider your thoughts
carefully for next year.
Finally, but mostly importantly, the
Branch Committee wants to thank
Christ Church stalwarts for all that
goes on behind the scene and all those
who braved a rather wet day to join us.
Poppy Appeal
The Branch held its Annual Poppy
Appeal during the two weeks prior to
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11 November and a total of R$1.243,20
was raised. Out thanks go to Christ
Church, the BCS, The British School
and the British Consulate for hosting
Poppies and Collecting Boxes and,
of course, all those who gave so
generously.
Annual General Meeting
Our AGM was held in the Jubilee
Hall on the 22nd of November. It was
an important meeting at which we
confirmed that our battle to reinstate
local payment of membership
subscriptions has been won. If you
wish to renew your Membership or join
the Branch you can now do so either
electronically via the RBL website
<www.britishlegion.org.uk> paying by
Credit Card, Bank Transfer or PayPal,
or locally, paying by any means. The
Branch Secretary will contact Members,
and those who have expressed interest
in the Branch, giving details of how to
renew or join, but please do contact the
Branch at <rblrio@br.inter.net> if you
want specific information. The cost of
membership is £17 or the equivalent
converted at the exchange rate on the
date of payment if paying in Reais. As
most know the RBL year is from the
1st of October to the 30th of September,
however there is a three month grace
period to renew so please do so before
the 31st of December 2016.
Members will know the AGM agenda
is a standard format and the Minutes
will be available if any Member is
interested. The Chairman, Mike
McLoughlin, recalled a very successful
year, highlighting the huge effort that
went into making the Poppy Ball such
a success. The meeting heard why a
Ball or Dinner was not possible this
year but agreed to look at what events
might be held to bring members
together. He also thanked member

CHRIST CHURCH (CC)
More and more parishes across
England have been leaving their
church’s four walls to get out and share
some cheer and good news through
Beer and Carols events in local pubs.
We are blessed to have an English pub
here in Rio, with a long connection
with the British community, so it is a
great opportunity for us to go to those
who may be tentative to come to us
over Christmas.
The Lord Jim Pub regularly have
Karaoke nights on Sundays, 8-10pm,
and they have been delighted for us to
take over the downstairs space for 45
minutes, on Sunday 11 December, to
sing some carols and have a few people
share (for no more than two minutes
each) “What Christmas means to me.”
We’ll take a simple hymn sheet along,
and an invitation to our Carol Service
on Sunday 18 December.

Troféu atualmente com / Trophy currently held by: SAS

MOGA Team: BÚZIOS and MOGA players
Equipe SAS: BCS, SAS, Teresópolis Golf Club e amigos!
Venha participar desse evento patrocinado!

Only the top 10 - 15 scores from each team are used to
determine the winners. Somente os melhores 10 a 15 resultados
são usados para determinar o vencedor.
Sócios de Búzios / Members: R$50 – Não/Non Búzios:R$150 or/ou R$250
for Friday through Sunday / para sexta ao domingo
Camisas, Shirts/Café da Manhã, Breakfast/
Bebidas, Refreshments/Almoço, Lunch/
Prizes, Prêmios/incluídos, included !
PATROCINADORES/SPONSORS: IRM SERVICES / ALLRIG / MOGA
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All I want for Christmas is …

Worthy Causes

Mary Jean Job and Fatima Bernardes

One of the more pleasing year-end
rituals The Umbrella indulges in is
reporting on the fund-raising activities
of one of the foreign community’s
busiest people: Mary Jean Job.
It really is quite simple and goes like
this: Compile The List. Phone your
friends to ask for donations. Hit the
shops. Invite friends over to tea so they
can inspect the bounty. Deliver bounty.
End of story? No. The devil is in the
detail, and this massive operation takes
a couple of months of minute detail to
conclude.
Nuclear Community
The grateful recipient of this year’s
effort is, once again, the Hospital
Estadual de Curupaiti, in Jacarepaguá.
It’s a former colony for sufferers of
Hansen’s disease, leprosy in plain
English. Although it is now known that
Hansen’s is not nearly as transmissible
as was originally thought, the stigma
lives on and social inclusion hasn’t
quite reached the people afflicted
with this often-disfiguring bacterial
infection. Hansen’s sufferers still tend
to form their own nuclear community.
Curupaiti is the centre of the family
for many, and cares for some 400
patients, either as out-patients or in the
residential facility.
For over 40 years (yes!), Jean has
spearheaded this fund-raising drive,
supported in 2016 by 92 generous
friends. And no, it’s urban myth that
many of them turn up for Jean’s Tea
– which Jean pays for out of her own
housekeeping – just so they can get a
glimpse of Fatima Bernardes, who lives
next door. Ms Bernardes goes to Jean’s
Tea because she’s one of the 92.
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… a fluffy bath towel!

Trolley Pushing
The Umbrella asked Jean which shop
offered the best deals. “My best shop
is Shopping Around. But, mainly, I do
well at Lojas Americanas, Carrefour
and Extra. But you’ve got to keep your
eye on the special offers. The towels,
well, we saw them at R$35 each. Ugh.
I mean, they’ve got to be good quality,
we don’t give people porcaria. Then
someone told me they were in a flash
sale at R$9 … so off we went, me and
my two helpers, and we bought 400 of
them.”
We asked Jean who pushes the trolley
on these retail forays: “Honey, at this
point, the MANAGER pushes the
trolley because he remembers my list
from last year.” This year, Jean had over
R$45,000 to spend. No wonder the
managers push her trolley.
And what does The List look like?
Here’s just a sample. From the personal
items section: 50 nighties and 50 pairs
of ladies’ slippers; 225 pairs of flip-

flops; 100 T-shirts. For the kitchen:
100 plates and glasses, 60 sets of knifefork-spoons; 6 blenders; 20 thermos
flasks; 3 wall clocks and dozens of
fans. Then there are the medical bits
and pieces, bedpans, crutches, lots
of bath chairs and such like. In the
miscellaneous-but-very-important
department we have bears, frogs and
other cuddly guys. Wheelchairs? This
year, 11 were delivered. But since
2011 a total of 71 wheelchairs have
been put into use. That’s a lot of happy
newly mobile people. When asked how
she knew what to buy, Jean replied
“Oh, Sr. Miranda tells me – he’s the
administrator of the hospital – he tells
me exactly what to get. Nobody knows
better than he does what’s needed. And
he makes sure that everything goes
where it’s supposed to go: no monkey
business.” Over the years, we’ve heard
a lot about Sr. Miranda, and we suspect
he’d be a good candidate for sainthood,
if he weren’t so busy being a good man.
Back to The List
We hadn’t quite finished looking at
The List before we went down the
wheelchair and Sr. Miranda track.
Where were we? Linens: 200 sets of
bedding, 40 pillows, 33 counterpanes
and … those 403 fluffy bath towels. All
I want for Christmas is … !
If you’ve read this far, you’ll have seen
that a strongly-motivated communal
effort – led by Jean Job and supported
by her friends – brings comfort and
relief to people in need. This is “dogooding” at its finest and The Umbrella
is once again proud to salute this heartwarming initiative.
—EWJ

THEATRE

O CASAMENTO SUSPEITOSO
EWA PROCTER
During this month of December when
most people are busy with preparing their
Christmas and New Year’s celebrations,
take some time off and go and see “O
Casamento Suspeitoso”.
It is a comedy, as you can figure out from
the title, which means “the suspicious
marriage”. The well-known theme has
the beautiful young girl as a gold digger
doing everything she can to become a
rich woman by marrying a naïve young
man, heir to a large fortune. Even if there
is nothing new in this story, as many
variations have been presented over
the years both in the theatre and in the
cinema, this one has a special flavor: its
action takes place in the Northeast, it
has regional music and many events very
much in line with the typical small towns
in that part of Brazil.
Ariano Suassuna (1927-2014), the author
of “O Casamento Suspeitoso” was a famous
Brazilian writer—a dramatist, poet and
artist—but mainly a deep connoisseur
of the cultural reality of Brazil in all of
its diversity. Besides the subject of this
review, Suassuna has also written over a
dozen different plays with a Northeastern
background: “O Auto da Compadecida”,
“O Santo e a Porca” and “Farsa da Boa
Preguiça” are regularly being staged by
different companies throughout Brazil. In
1970, Suassuna created the Movimento
Armorial, whose purpose was producing
erudite culture mixed with Northeastern
popular culture, embodying all forms of
art. Ariano Suassuna also occupied many
official positions in the cultural world, and
was elected a Member of the Academia
Brasileira de Letras in 1989.
“O Casamento Suspeitoso” brings us the
astute and kind-hearted character of
Cancão who uses his own cleverness to free
his naïve friend Geraldo from the claws
of Lúcia Renata, a seductive and equally
astute character. Together with his faithful
companion Gaspar, a lyrical and dreaming
character, the two of them bring us classical
situations, rather in the line of Arlecchino
and Pierrot at the Commedia dell’Arte and
Cervantes’ Don Quixote and Sancho Panza.
Obviously, another couple were essential to
this play: the law and the church, where the
judge and the priest play their parts in this
comic imbroglio.

O Casamento Suspeitoso, directed by Gláucia Rodrigues and Wagner Campos

In total there are nine characters. All of
them are typical for this kind of play: the
gold digger; the naïve young man very
much in love with the girl; the conniving
mother of the bride; the so-called male
cousin; the future mother-in-law; the
priest; the judge; plus Cancão and Gaspar,
the leading characters who carry out the
action and resolve the entire confusion at
the end. Here I quote William Shakespeare
(1564-1616) “But love is blind, and lovers
cannot see, the pretty follies that themselves
commit.”
Gláucia Rodrigues plays Cancão, a male
part – and plays it well. This seems to be
very much in vogue in England where
women can play male characters in a gender
neutral way. We had the opportunity of
seeing this in the recent “Timon of Athens”
staged in Brazil, where Vera Holtz played
the male lead. André Arteche, as Gaspar,
gives a wonderful comic performance,
and deserves to be complimented on his
work. The supporting cast is good in their
respective roles. Special mention goes to
Maria Adélia, as the mother-in-law, an old
bird in a wheel-chair who does not miss a
single thing! The joint direction by Gláucia
Rodrigues and Wagner Campos keeps the
play moving at a good speed. The set and
costumes by Colmar Diniz beautifully
situate the action, together with the good
lighting by Rogério Wiltgen.
With this staging, the producers Cia. Limite
151 are celebrating their 25th anniversary

this year. During their existence, they have
staged many plays by famous authors,
such as Shakespeare, Molière, Tennessee
Williams, Nelson Rodrigues, Joe Orton,
Geoffrey Chaucer, Mary Shelley, Jorge
Andrade, and Tchecov, and of course
Ariano Suassuna.
“O Casamento Suspeitoso” plays at the
downtown Teatro Eva Herz, Rua Senador
Dantas 45. The theatre is located inside
the Livraria da Cultura, a place I reviewed
at length for “The Umbrella” in June,
2013. And it seems that the Livraria da
Cultura is even better now than it was
before! Play performances are from
Tuesday to Saturday, always at 7pm. No
performances on Sundays and holidays
because the bookstore is closed. Tickets
cost R$ 30 (thirty reais) on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays and R$ 50 (fifty reais) on
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. There is
a 50% (fifty percent) discount for students
and senior citizens. The play is suitable
for young people ten or older. There is no
local parking, but the Metrô (Cinelândia
Station) is two blocks away; and there are
many taxis around when the performance
finishes. The play opened on October 14th
and will finish its run on December 17th.
So, treat yourselves to some laughs before
the play closes!
(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre
translator, and Vice-President of the
Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.
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John Payne Woodall
13/01/1935 — 24/10/2016
Jack Woodall was known to almost everyone in the Englishspeaking community, because of his intense and wideranging activities here in Rio. Not least among these activities
was acting as Chairman of the British and Commonwealth
Society and as Editor of The Umbrella for many years.
During that time he fittingly broadened the reach of our
publication, by including numerous articles connected with
the Commonwealth. Jack acted as the third Trustee on the
board of the Niteroi Rest Home Fund since its inception in
2007 and was also a member of Christ Church.
What many of us did not know, because Jack rarely spoke
about it amongst us, was his professional career. His
pedigree was little short of astonishing, and upon his death,
his colleagues abroad published paeans to his life and work.
We at The Umbrella have received some of these from his
long-time helpmeet Mary, and we will condense them below.
A pioneer in the field of infectious diseases surveillance has
died. Jack Woodall was one of the founders of ProMED, an
internet-based outbreak reporting system run under the
auspices of the International Society for Infectious Diseases.
ProMED was established in 1994, and Woodall was involved
virtually until his passing.
His life and career took him literally around the globe. He
spent part of his childhood in China, and after earning his
PhD in virology/entomology from the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, he worked as a scientist at

the East African Virus Research Institute in Entebbe, Uganda
the Rockefeller Foundation in New York, the Belem Virus
Laboratory in Brazil, the Yale University arbovirus research
unit in New Haven, Conn., and the New York State Health
Department.
He served on the editorial staff of important medical
publications, such as The Scientist magazine and the Journal
of Medical, Chemical, Biological and Radiological Defense, as
well as website director for the American Society of Tropical
Medicine & Hygiene (ASTMH).
“Jack had a remarkable life and did so many things, I once
jokingly referred to him as our own Indiana Jones,” a colleague
has said. Another professional colleague described Jack as a
character: “He clearly spoke his mind. He definitely was the
‘speak truth to power’ type.”
In urgent emails to like-minded scientists, Woodall would
often sign off with a quote from the cartoon strip “Calvin and
Hobbes”: “God put me on this earth to accomplish a certain
number of things. Right now I’m so far behind I will never die.”
Sadly, for all of us who survive and remember him, Jack was,
uncharacteristically, wrong about this. We wish he’d been
right, once again.
The Quondam

DEADLINE

Please note that the deadline for the February/March edition is:
Monday, January 23rd.
IGREJA NA RUA
Saturdays 6 to 7 pm
Rua Uruguaiana

A weekly celebration of the Holy Eucharist meets in the street, in front of Magazine Leader on
Rua Uruguaiana, with the homeless community on Saturday evenings from 6 to 7 pm. The mass is
followed by the distribution of a simple lanche to the women, children and men who live in the
street.
Please come worship with us. All are welcome. See you in the street!
Bishop Celso
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NAN CARIOCA

Avestruz na Cabeça (Ostrich on the head?)
NAN HIRSCH
The above expression does not refer to some kind of head ornament,
nor does it mean someone has been banged on his bonger by a
big bird. Rather, it means that the result of the day’s draw of the
unofficial numbers game “Jogo do Bicho” (animal game) was the
ostrich. Not clear yet? Let us go back in time to the brand-new
Republic of Brazil and its capital Rio de Janeiro.
The carioca tycoon Baron Drummond was facing problems with
the upkeep of his Zoo located in Vila Isabel: high federal taxes and
low visitor turnout threatened even the feeding of his animals.
Introducing an entrance fee worsened things because it kept
clientele away. So, he invented a game to attract more visitors to
his establishment.
He selected 25 of his animals, applied to each a sequence of four
numbers and printed the admission tickets accordingly. Every
morning he would choose one of the animals, put its picture on
a pole with the picture duly covered and at the end of the day,
he would unveil the winner. The person holding the right number
would receive a prize in money, 20 times the entrance fee.
The very first draw happened on July, 4th 1892 at 3 pm and the
ostrich was the winning animal. It became a huge success, so much
so that, in two weeks the prize had quadrupled and Zoo attendance
was enormous. Conflicts became common and the Baron had to
call the police to intervene. At the same time, people discovered
that they could buy more than one ticket and, unexpectedly, the
apparently innocent invention turned into a game of chance which
spread all over the country and, eventually, became the most
popular and long-lasting in Brazilian history.
In 1895 the game was forbidden inside the gates of the Zoo due to
the frequent altercations, but it had already gained the streets via
the entrepreneurs (known as “bicheiros”) that bought many tickets
and resold them all over town. They then joined forces and started
to hold their own drawing. In 1941 the “jogo do bicho” was deemed
illegal by a statute.
However, it was now far too late to stifle its popularity and it kept
on growing even though (theoretically) underground. Up until
today you may stumble upon a man or a woman sitting on a corner,
pen and paper in hand, noting down the customers’ numbers.
The daily results are posted on lampposts, trees, newspapers and
anyone is entitled to bet. Generally speaking, the police pay no
mind to their comings and goings.

Jogo do Bicho chart

“Jogo do bicho” is surrounded by folklore and legends, like the
one that “bicheiros” are true to their word and always honour
a winning number by paying the earnings dutifully; hence
the expression “vale o que está escrito” – whatever’s written
controls. Dreams are said to inspire people’s bets: if you
dream about an animal or a number, bet on it; if you dream
of a burglary, bet on the cat; if your dream was about water,
alligator is your best shot.
Many readers have heard the phrase: “deu zebra”. It refers
to something that didn’t pan out as it should, that nobody
saw coming. In the jogo do bicho, “deu zebra” should mean
the zebra won… but the zebra is not listed among the 25
animals!
Many a fortune has been either made or lost in the game. Ready to
“fazer uma fézinha” – chance a bet?
[Editor’s note: Brazil’s Supreme Court has just agreed to hear a case
arguing that the 1941 statutory classification of games of chance as
criminal offenses, violates the Federal Constitution. The decision
will be deemed binding on all lower courts. There’s a LOT of money
riding on that decision.]

QUER SAIR DA CRISE?
DIFERENCIE O SEU NEGÓCIO!

TENHA:
• Uma Identidade Visual de Multinacional sem quebrar o seu caixa
• Um Website e uma Fanpage que convertem em clientes
• Estratégias de Marketing online diferenciadas
É MAIS SIMPLES E BEM MAIS BARATO DO QUE VOCÊ PENSA. ENTRE EM CONTATO!

(21) 2522-0159 marcia@marciafialho.com.br

www.marciafialho.com.br
www.facebook.com/vivendodedesign

DESIGNER DO UMBRELLA DESDE 1994
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Three Peaks for Street Child United
Mark, Gabriella and Ananda, look after
us well. Apart from all the organization
involved, their constant handing out
of food and drink, along with smiles,
laughter and youthful energy keeps us
oldies going.
Pedra da Gávea

Great Outdoors

Dois Irmãos

Traditionally, the Three Peaks
Challenge involves the highest
mountains of Wales, England and
Scotland. In cold, wet and blustery
conditions, participants (often raising
money for charity) attempt to reach the
summits of Snowdon (1085m), Scafell
Pike (978m) and Ben Nevis (1345m) in
less than 24 hours.
The carioca version, held annually by
Street Child United since 2013, takes in
three of Rio’s iconic peaks: Dois Irmãos
(533m), Pedra da Gávea (844m) and
Corcovado (704m). In hot and humid
conditions, under a blazing tropical
sun, 12 hours is normally what’s
needed to reach the ultimate goal: the
feet of Christ the Redeemer.
The 2016 version, held on the 21st
November, brought together 18
participants from countries as far and
wide as Brazil, England, Venezuela
and Pakistan and aged between 20 and
60-something.
And it’s for a good cause, supporting
Street Child United Brazil, who use the
power of sport to help children at risk
of the streets.

Past a mound of uncollected rubbish,
a police post and we’re at the top of
the favela. Now begins the bit through
the forest. Cool and quiet, the path
meanders upwards, with a few steep
sections included. Along the way,
clearings and rock outcrops are a
good chance to rest and admire the
view over São Conrado and Rocinha.
With Pedra da “Ga-VEY-uh” in the
background, Jim Cowan of People’s
Events records one of his video clips,
to send back to the UK office. A
former GB 800m runner, Jim is good
at motivating our group and giving
some handy survival tips, like “Sip
your water slowly and frequently, don’t
gulp it all down in one go”.
It’s not much further, and we’ve already
conquered our first peak. There’s no
time to waste though. A couple of quick
photos, a bite to eat and we’re retracing
our steps back to the Sheraton. Its
comfy lobby chairs are popular for a
bit, before we hop onto our bus. Local
coordinators from Street Child United,
Lucas and Luma, along with volunteers

As we head up the forest trail, our
group leader, Elisa Lamego, is like a
klipspringer hopping between rock
boulders. Trail-running and a vegan
diet make Elisa, originally from a
farm in Minas, hard to keep up with.
But she keeps stopping, so that we
can catch up. On tricky parts, she
tells us exactly which foot should
be on which bit of rock, and how to
handle chains and metal steps. At one
stage, she bounces back down the hill
to retrieve Shaman Hasan, who’s gone
astray. Our smiley UK participant is
found half an hour later. Realizing
she has taken the wrong turn in
the forest when she sees a massive
cobweb across the path, she turns
back, meeting Elisa on the way.
The going is tough and a splinter group
has surged ahead. Fitness-fanatic
Mark Willcock is joined by longlegged Oliver Ballhatchet from the
British Consulate and toned Raylsiyaly
Ballhatchet, representing the nation of
Venezuela. Still making their way up
through the forest are mountain-men
Alan Smith (from Teresopolis) and
Haseeb Iqbal (from Kashmir).
At a steep and craggy rock face, we’re
met by professional guides from Rocks
in Rio, a local rock climbing school.
We’re harnessed in and they pull us
up, one by one. We’re near the summit
now, but there’s still a narrow path,

Dois Irmãos
The “Two Brothers” is the first
mountain on the list. It’s 7am, our
backpacks are stocked with bananas
and bottles of water, and we take our
first few steps into the Vidigal favela.
Walking against the current, our
little group heads up, as numerous
schoolchildren and workers flow
down. The pace is brisk as we shortcut
our way up a series of steps. Some legs
are already beginning to hurt and the
morning sun feels strong on our backs.
Can we really make it up all three
peaks?
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Corcovado

between rock face and sheer drop, to
overcome. Best not to look down and
hope for the best.
That’s it! We’ve conquered our highest
and toughest peak of the day. There’s a
great sense of achievement all around
and sore legs are momentarily forgotten.
The view is astonishing, taking in all of
Rio and the coastline for miles. Inland
are the peaks of the Serra dos Orgãos.
We’re almost a kilometer high and want
to stay up here longer. Perhaps a gentle
game of backgammon, just like the
young couple next to us, or a little sleep?
Unlikely. We’re not finished yet!
Corcovado
We’re running behind schedule and it
looks hit-and-miss whether we’ll make
it to Corcovado in time. Are we going to
get stuck in traffic? Is Parque Lage going
to close just before we get there? Will
we be too late for the last bus down? A
message is conveyed to a trio of Corcovado walkers to go ahead without us.
Hitting the trail are Joe Hewitt (Street
Child United USA), Anthony Le Breton
(volunteer) and Drika Santos (football
coach at Street Child United’s Safe Space
in the Complexo da Penha).

Pedra da Gavea

We do get there in time. The bus leaves us
and the entire group gets to do the final
climb, including Adam Reid (Street Child
United Brazil), who has been coordinating things from the ground. In terms of
exhaustion, this last walk is definitely the
hardest. Legs are beginning to buckle
and a sharp-clawed marmoset pounces
onto banana-eating Alex Corrie. Jim
comes to the rescue with saline solution.
It’s around 6pm by the time we get to
Christ the Redeemer. We’re taking
group photos now, but our achievement hasn’t quite sunk in. Three Peaks,
Rio de Janeiro: conquered! Three
cheers for Street Child United!
Alexander Corrie

About Street Child United
Street Child United uses the power of
sport to provide a global platform for
street children to be seen and their
voices heard, so they can receive the
protection, support and opportunities
that every child is entitled to.
Ahead of the world’s biggest sporting
events, Street Child United organises
international sports events for street
children, challenging the negative
perceptions and treatment of street
children worldwide.
Visit:

www.streetchildunited.org

.SCM CHRISTMAS CONCERT
This year’s SCM Christmas Concert, entitled “EMANUEL”,
to be performed by the SCM choir accompanied by organ
and orchestra, is a medley of ancient and modern songs
celebrating the birth of Jesus. The venue is as usual Christ
Church, Botafogo, and the date is MONDAY DECEMBER
5, starting at 8pm. The choir sings in Latin and English;
musical accompaniment is provided by Inês Rufino on the
organ and David Chew’s Rio Strings. Soloists from the choir
are Martin Hester, Denize Vieira, Jurema Fontoura and
Claudio Rufino.
The concert starts with an anonymous composition from
the Middle Ages, about the angel who visited Mary and told
her of her mission – to conceive and give birth to the Savior
of humanity. “Angelus ad Virginem” is festive music, almost
a dance, with open chords characteristic of medieval motets.
Moving to the 16th century, the motet by Hans Leo Hassler
(1564-1612), “Angelus ad pastores ait”- tells the story of
the angels announcing the birth of Christ to the simple
shepherds. “Go look for the baby in the manger – Alleluia”.
In the first phase of the baroque period, Heinrich Schütz
(1585 -1672) further details the story in his motet “Jesus, the
Lord, is born to save the world. Aleluia! Aleluia!” Then, fully
into the baroque period, Italian composer Antonio Vivaldi
(1678-1741) puts into majestic music one of the most inspired
Christmas texts – “Magnificat anima mea Domino”, the song
of Mary from the Gospel according to Luke, 1:46-55.
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1847) one of the
romantic composers most dedicated to sacred music, never

finished his oratory “Christus” 0p.97, but
wrote the first part about the Christmas star
– one of the most beautiful choral works
ever written: “There shall a star from
Jacob come forth”.
John
Leavitt,
contemporary
American composers, started
his “Festival Mass” in 1988 and
only finished it in 1991. It is a
brilliant piece of music, and for
this concert we have chosen the
Christmas moment of the Mass “Gloria in Excelsis Deo”.
“O come Emmanuel”, a
medieval hymn, is one of
the best known classical
Christmas pieces. The SCM
will sing the version by Thomas Helmore ( 1 8 1 1 1890), an Anglican minister, choirmaster and composer,
specializing in Gregorian Chant. We close the concert
with this supplication, and invite the audience to join us in
singing “O come, Emmanuel, and ransom captive Israel”.
As a reminder, the annual MESSIAH SING-ALONG will take
place at Christ Church the following Monday, DECEMBER
12TH, also starting at 8pm, and also with the orchestra, so
come along and sing the wonderful choruses with the
massed choirs.
Ruy Wanderley – Choirmaster.
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The only authentic
Thai restaurant
in Rio!

DECEMBER
02-04: Carioca Cricket Tour to Lima, Peru
05 Mon.: SCM Christmas Concert, Christ Church, 8 pm
03 Sat.: WDA Christmas Bazaar, Jubilee Hall, 2 pm.
10 Sat.: BCS Christmas Party

12 Mon.: SCM Singalong Messiah, Christ Church, 8 pm
15 Thr.: AmSoc AGM at J.W. Marriott

All credit cards accepted
Reservations and delivery:

18 Thr.: Christ Church Carol Service
25 Sun.: Christmas Day

21 2259-2962

Calendar

10 Sat.: SAS vs. MOGA golf, Búzios NOTE NEW DATE

Rua Rainha Guilhermina 95B - Leblon
Open Mondays from 7pm to Midnight
Tuesdays to Thursdays from 12pm to Midnight
Fridays and Saturdays from 12pm to 1 am
Sundays from 12 pm to 10:30 pm
e-mail: namthai@namthai.com.br
www.namthai.com.br

PSYCHOTHERAPY

VIVIANE RICHARDSON

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST. EXPERIENCE WITH EXPATS
AND CROSS-CULTURAL ISSUES.
LIVED MANY YEARS OVERSEAS: CANADA, SINGAPORE, UK AND USA.
PRACTICE AT BOTAFOGO - RUA VOLUNTÁRIOS DA PÁTRIA 190.
APPOINTMENT BY PHONE +55 (21) 99966.9494
OR EMAIL VIVIANERICHARDSON@GMAIL.COM

Condé Clinic

Women’s Healthcare Center
Obstetrics • Gynecology • Vaccine center
Medical, nutritional, physiotherapy services
Tests • Preventive care
Shopping Cassino Atlântico, Copacabana
phones: +55 21 3802-6331 / 99934-6331
www.clinicaconde.com.br

PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH TEACHER
LUIZ SOUZA

QUALIFIED MA IN APPLIED LINGUISTICS. CLASSES AT YOUR
PLACE OR WORK - PHONE +55 (21) 987376899 OR EMAIL:
SOUZA.LUIZ1963@GMAIL.COM

READ THE UMBRELLA ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD!
www.issuu.com/theumbrella
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